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Abstract: Caching has received much attention as a promising technique to overcome high data
rate and stringent latency requirements in the future wireless networks. The premise of caching
technique is to prefetch most popular contents closer to end users in local cache of edge nodes,
e.g., base station (BS). When a user requests a content that is available in the cache, it can be
served directly without being sent from the core network. In this paper, we investigate the
performance of hierarchical caching systems, in which both BS and end users are equipped with a
storage memory. In particular, we propose a novel cooperative caching scheme that jointly
optimizes the content placement at the BS’s and users’ caches. The proposed caching scheme is
analytically shown to achieve a larger global caching gain than the reference in both uncoded - and
coded caching strategies. Finally, numerical results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness
of our proposed caching algorithm.
Keywords: Hierarchical caching system, cooperative caching, caching gain, uncoded caching,
coded caching.

1. Introduction 

storages at the edge network. Caching usually
comprises a placement phase and a delivery
phase. The former is executed during off-peak
hours when the network resources are abundant,
in which popular content is prefetched in the
distributed caches. The later usually occurs
during peak-hours when the content requests
are revealed. If the requested content is already
available in the edge node's local cache, it can
be served directly without being sent from the
core network. In this manner, edge caching not
only leverages backhaul traffic but also reduces

Among potential enabling technologies to
tackle with stringent latency and data hungry
requirements in future wireless networks, edge
caching has received much attention [1]. The
basic premise of edge caching is to bring the
content closer to end users via distributed
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transmission latency significantly,
thus
mitigating network congestion [2, 3].
The caching technique is usually divided
into two types: uncoded and coded caching. In
the former, the placement and delivery phases
in one cache are independent from others. On
the other hand, the later requires cooperation
among the caches in both placement and
delivery phases. As a result, the coded caching
strategy achives a global caching gain in
addition to local caching gain of the
uncoded scheme.
The investigation of the coded caching has
received much attention recently. In [3], the
authors studied the caching system under
uncoded prefetching while the authors in [4-6]
analyzed the coded caching under realistic
assumptions by considering a nonuniform
distribution of content demands. The impacts of
caching in interference networks have been
analyzed in both traffic reduction and latency
minimization [7-11]. In addition, emerging
issues related to distributed caching, caching
online were studied in [4, 12, 13, 14, 17].
Especially, the authors in [2, 15] consider a
two-layer hierarchical communication system
with a server to be connected with end users
through a BS. This structure can be extended
into multi-level communication system which is
able to combine the power of computer and
communication systems in 5G. Extention to
multiple-server scenario is studied in [10, 16]
subject to the total power constrains.
In this paper, we propose a novel
cooperative caching scheme at BS and users to
reduce the backhaul traffic; hence, improving
the overall caching efficiency. Comparing with
the work in [2] in which the cache placement in
the BS is independent from the users, our
scheme jointly optimizes the placement phase at
the BS and users. Especially, when the
transmission load on access line is added with
some unicast message, the additional overall
gain on the backhaul line can be achieved.
The organization of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 presents the background works on
Coded Caching with the global and local gains.
After that, Section 3 presents system model and

proposes a two-level communication structure
with the joint BS and user co-operation. Section
4 examines the proposed caching solution with
several scenarios. Finally, Section 5 gives some
conclusions and future works.

2. Background works on coded caching
We consider a basic communication system
with the following components: a data center
containing N files of content, the size of each
file is Q (bits). K users can access to the data
center through a common line as shown in
Fig. 1.
User 1 needs file f1

User 1 needs file f2
Data center (N
files: f1, f2, …,fn)

Common line
Load R = K files

User 1 needs file fk
Fig. 1. Basic communication system.

If a user requests a different file from the
data center, the maximum of the transmission
load (R) on the common line will be:
(1)
R  K (files) or R  K  Q (bits)
Besides, if users request files with similar
content, the transmission load will be reduced
as the data center can broadcast files.
We consider the case that a user has a
memory size of M (files) (0<M<N). To satisfy
the requirements from users, two phases can be
performed:
Placement phase (or caching phase):
This phase sends a part of content from the
data center to users. This happens when the
common line is free and there is no specific
request from users.
Delivery phase:
This phase is performed when there is a
specific request from users. If the required
content is already available at the user, it can be
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directly extracted. Otherwise, a request will be
sent to the data center for the missing part
of content.
Local gain
In the placement phase, a part of data
content is prefetched into the memory of users
as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.2. Local gain achievement with
placement phase.

In this case, an equal part of the data
content is prefetched into the memory of users
which will take about M/N files to guarantee
that with N files, the size of memory will be M.
As it can be seen, when there is a specific
request, the transmission load will be the
maximum if each user requires a different
content. Because each user needs a missing part
of content from the data center the transmission
load will be:
(2)
R  K 1  M N  (files)
Comparing to (1), the transmission load is
reduced with a factor of (1-M/N). This factor
depends on the size of the memory M. this is
called the local gain. The above relationship can
be depicted as in Fig. 3.

Load (files)

K
R = K(1 – M/N)

M
0
Cached size

N

Fig. 3. The relationship between the transmission
load and the size of cache memory at the user.
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If M=N, the transmission load will be zero.
It means that only cache memory is enough for
any request.
In summary, the cache memory at the user
plays an important role in reducing the
transmission load. This is the conventional
caching technique or uncoded caching which
has been popularly known with the computer
architecture.
B. Global gain
The communication system shown in Fig.1
is again considered. However, the placement
and delivery strategies are changed as in the
following [3]:
For easy tracking, we consider the case with
N=K=3 and M=1. Three files from the data
center are A, B, C and each file is devided into
3 equal part A=(A1, A2, A3), B=(B1,B2,B3),
C=(C1,C2,C3). The prefetching strategy
into memory Zk of user k will be performed as:
Zk=(Ak,Bk,Ck) where k=1,2,3 as shown in Fig.
4. It should be noted that by using this caching
strategy, the sum of content parts of a file prefetched on all users are completely coverted to
this file.

Fig. 4. The placemet and deliver multicast strategy.

When user 1, 2, 3 request 3 different files
A, B, C, the data center needs only to send three
messages A2⊕B1,A3⊕C1, B3⊕C2 on the
common line. Two first messages help the
user1 reconstructing A2, A3 because B1, C1
already have in data center. The messages 2 and
3 help the user 3 reconstructing C1, C2 since it
already has A3, B3. Finally, the message 1 and
3 help the user 2 reconstructing B1, B3 since it
already has A2, C2. As the size of each
message is 1/3 file, the transmission load will
be R = 3×1/3 = 1(file). This technique is called
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coded caching which was proposed by M. Ali et
al. in 2014 [3]. Compared to the conventional
uncoded caching technique with transmission
load is:
R  K 1  M N  =3  (1-1/3)=2 (files) (3)
It is clearly that the coded caching has
significantly reduced the transmission load by
using a common message for 2 users as
presented above. In this case, the A2⊕B1
used for user 1 and user 2 is called
multicast message.
In
[3],
Generalization
for
any
communication system with N files, K users,
and M is the size of memory, (0<M<N), the
coded caching technique can be summarized as:

R  QK 1  M N 

1
1  KM N

(6)

Comparing to (2), normalized with the size
of file is Q, the additional gain of the
transmission load is 1/(1+K×M/N); this is
called global gain in which a message will be
the multicast message for 1+K×M/N users.
Fig. 5 illustrates the global gain and local
gain for uncode and coded caching solutions.

Let m = KM/N (0<m<K) and to simply
assume that m is an integer (when M ∈ {0,
2N/K,…, N},). Dividing each file f n at the
center into CKm equal parts. The size of each
part will be Q CKm
Given the index for part is f n , as follow

f n   f n, : , [K ],   m  for m specific

users.
In placement phase, prefetching f n , into
the cache of user which belongs to τ (a set of m
specificed users). Each user will cache NCKm11
parts; hence, with m = KM/N, the memory
condition will be satisfied
NCKm11Q
 MQ
(4)
CKm
In delivery phase, if user k requests file fdk,
for each set τ containing m users, the data
center will send the message k  f dk , \k ,
which is the sum of modulo-2 of related parts
having the same size of Q CKm bits over the
common line. There are CKm 1 message used to
satisfy all requests. Therefore, the overall
transmission load will be:
CKm1  Q
K m
Q
m
CK
m 1
with m  kM N we have:
R

(5)

Fig.5. Coded caching và uncoded
caching comparison.

Fig.5 shown that if N=K=30, and M=10, the
coded caching technique is able to reduce the
transmission load 11 times than the uncoded
caching technique [3].

3. System model
We consider a two-layer hierarchical
caching system which consists of one data
center, one BS and K users, as depicted in Fig.
6. The BS serves the users via (access) channels
and connects with the data center via a backhaul
line. The data center contains a libarary of N
contents of equal size of Q bits. Both the BS
and users are equipped with a storage memory
with the size of Mb and Mu (files),
respectively, where 0< Mb, Mu < N. We
consider
both
uncoded
and
coded
caching strategies.
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At the same time, assuming that the
transmission line is error free and delay free.
This model is different model in [3] when there
is more BS and its memory. For this
communication system with 0<Mb, Mu<N the
authors in [2] have computed the transmission
load as:

User 1
Data
Center

BH Line
User 2

BS
Access
Line

27

User 3

Fig. 6. Two – layer hierarchical caching system.

- For uncoded caching case:

Here Qunc. AC ,Qunc.BH

 M 
(7)
Qunc. AC  KQ 1  u 
N 

 M  M 
(8)
Qunc.BH  KQ 1  u 1  b 
N 
N 

are the transmission load on the user's access line and on backhaul (BH).

- For coded caching case:
Qcod . AC  1   

Q  K  m
m 1



Q  K  m  1
m2

  M m1  Q  K  m 
  M m 2 
Qcod . AC  1    1   b  
  1   n  
  N   m 1
  N  





(9)

(10)

kM u
kM u
 Z * and  
 m with 0  m  1
N
N
When KMu is divisible for N, δ=0, we have:

Here: m 

Qcode, BH

  M b m1  Q  K  m 
 1  
 
  N   m  1

(11)

i

The results in (8), (9) reveal that adding a
memory with size of Mb for BS has reduced the
transmision load with a factor of (1-Mb/N) for
uncoded caching case and (1-(Mb/N)m+1) for
coded caching case. These results are based on
an assumption that the content stored in Mb is
indepent with the content stored in Mu.
Concretely, the probability of one-bit content of
one file stored in Mb is (Mb/N), hence, the
probablity for this bit sending in the
transmission line is (1-Mb/N). When having
Mb,
the overall transmission load will be

reduced with a factor of (1-Mb/N). For coded
caching, since each bit in the multicast message
on access line is XOR of bits from (m + 1)
different files. Due to prefetching is
independent, the probability for the availabililty
of this bit in cache Mb is (Mb/N)m+1, thus, the
probability for this bit on the backhaul line is 1(Mb/N)m+1. This is indeed the reduction factor
for the case of BS with additional cache Mb.
When cooperating the content storage
between Mb and Mu, we achieve the
following results:
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Proposition 1:
For a communication system with N, K,
Mb, Mu (Mb+Mu<N), when the prefetched
content is cooperated between Mb and Mu, The
transmission load in backhaul line for uncoded
caching is:
 M  Mb 
(12)
Qunc , BHj  KQ 1  u

N


Proof:
Fig.7 shows the proposed BS and user
cooperation in using cache memory.
Place reserved Mu/N random
by BS
position

 M
Qcod .BHj 2  1  b
N


B

BH line

copy

User 1 needs A

C

AC line

A
B

User 2 needs B

A

C
A
A

Mu/N

B
C

copy

B

BS

User 3 needs C

BH line

A

AC line

B

At the placement phase, Mb of BS is used to
store the first part of files in the data center. The
size of this part is Mb/N. While Mu of users will
be used to store (can be randomly) the
remaining content of files, which were not be
stored in BS. At the delivery phases, users will
send requests and information about stored data
to the data center. Therefore, the transmission
load will be the remaining ones (have not been
stored) multiplying with K when the requests of
uses are different. It is easy to find that the
result of (12) is better than that of (8) as:
M u  M b M u .M b


 1
N
N2

M  Mb
1 u
N

(13)

Proposition 2:
For a communication system with N, K,
Mb, Mu when the prefetched content is
cooperated between Mb and Mu, The
transmission load in backhaul line for coded
caching is:

User 1 needs A

C

Fig. 7. The cooperated caching between Mb and Mu.

 M u  M b
1  N 1  N



(14)

Proof:
Files in data center are fn (n=1, 2,…, N),
which are divided into CKj equal parts as in [3].
In caching phase: These parts are indexed
and prefetched into users like as section 2.B.
But for the purpose of cooperation and for
simplicity, we can denote these parts as fnj(j=1,
2,.. cKm ). Fig. 8 illustrates the BS and user
cooperation for the coded caching case.

A

BS

 Q  K  m
 m 1


copy
copy

User 2 needs B

C
AA
B
C

User 3 needs C

Fig. 8. The prefetched Mb và Mu cooperation.

When Mb=0, the transmission load from
data center to users is as (6). BS does not play
any role
When Mb>0, we copy the first part all of fnj
that is Δfnj with the size of (Mb/N)(Q/CKm) to
form a size of Mb/N for a file as prefetching in
the memory of BS. This satisfies the memory
condition of Mb.
With the above caching cooperation, the
delivery phase is performed as the following.
When users have requests, if part fnj is in
the appropriate multicast message, the data
center only needs to send multicast message
containing the remaining parts (fnj - Δfnj) to the
BS. At the BS, it will automatically add Δfnj to
form the complete multicast message for
sending to user. It is clear that the transmission
load on access line in this case is the same as
(5), but on backhaul line the size of each equal:
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f nj  f nj 

Q Mb Q Q  Mb 
(15)


1
cKm
N cKm cKm 
N 

Since we have cKm 1 multicast message, the
transmission load on backhaul line will be:
Qcod .BHj 2 

CKm1Q  M b   M b  Q  K  m 
1
 1
cKm 
N  
N  m  1

(16)

It is clear that (16) gives better result than
(11) as:
1

Mb
M 
1  b 
N
 N 

m 1

(17)

Here, m >0 and Mb<N
Proposition 3:
Inspired from proposition 1, the system has
Mb at BS equals to the system without BS but
having the cache memory at users with the size
of Mb+Mu.
For a system with N, K, Mb, Mu
((Mb/N+Mu)<N), the coded caching can be
cooperated between BS and users, to the
backhaul transmission load is:
'
 M  QK  m 
Qcod .BHj 3  1  b 
(18)
N  m'  1

K  Mb N  Mu 
With
m' 
N
Proof:
Following the proposition 2, we divide
'

every file into cKm parts.
m' 

K  Mb N  Mu 

(19)
N
'
denoted each part as fnj’ (j’=1,2,.., cKm ) with
'

size of Q / cmK .If we prefetche these parts for
each user following the rule in the section 2.B,
equation (4) , the size of caching will be
Q(Mb/N+Mu).
It will exceed memory of QMu at
every user
In fact, we will only load the part of
j'
( f n  f nj ' ) for an user. At the same time the
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missing part is Δfnj’ with the size of (Mb/N)
'

( Q / CKm ) will be loaded at BS. It guarantees that
both of memory size at BS and user is Mb
and Mu.
Delivery phase: After receiving request
from user, BS has two tasks: first, it sends the
missing part f nj ' associated to the requested
file to user following the unicast message to fill
out corresponding parts of ( f nj '  f nj ' ). When
data center sends multicast message with the
size of ( f nj '  f nj ' ) like as Proposition 2, the
BS adds the missing part f nj ' to form the
complete multicast message and continusly
send to users.
It is clear that the result in (17) has the
transmission load is smaller than (15) when
m’>m. However, it will need to pay for
increasing of transmission load in access line
since the unicast message has been used to fill
out the missing part. This scenario can be
accepted when the backhaul line is connected to
many BS and it is needed to reduce the
transmission load on backhaul.
4. Numerical results
This session evaluates the performance of
the proposed joint BS and user caching
cooperation. Numerical results and comparison
between the proposed and the reference [2]
are considered.
Fig. 9 shows the numerical results for
transmission load with various cache sizes of M
and for uncoded caching case (equation (8) and
(12)). We assume that N=K=30, while
M=Mb+Mu changing from 0:30 with different
ratios: Mb/M=0; 1/2; 1/4.
From results obtained in Fig. 9, it can be
concluded that:
Transmission load according to (8) is
always greater under (12). This is more evident
when M is large. (M=20--30).
Transmission load according to (8) is
maximum when Mb/M=1/2.
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Fig. 11. Joint coded caching, Scenario 2.
Fig. 9. Transmission load vs. Cache size
for uncoded caching.

In the joint caching solution, two scenarios
are examined:
Scenario 1:
The size of Mu changes from 0:30 while
Mb = 15 is added. Experimental results in Fig.
10 show that by adding Mb, from (14), the
result is better than Mb=0. However, comparing
to pro.2 (14), results of pro.3 (16) are better.
This is evident when M is small (M=2→8).

5. Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel coded caching
solution for the hierarchical communication
system with a server to be connected with users
through a BS. In this solution, the BS and users
is co-opperated in both the pefetch and delivery
phases. We have demonstrated that the
proposed solution further improves the
transmission load on backhaul line compared
with the reference. Especially, if the
transmission load on access line is added with
with some unicast message, the overall load on
the backhaul line can be more reduced. Several
caching scenarios were also examined to
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
solution. In future work, we can extend the
proposed method for a system with multiple
BSs, which is widely used in real applications.
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Fig. 10. Joint coded caching, scenario 1.

Scenario 2:
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